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UPDATED FILE. My sincere apologies to those who have downloaded the original document. The

problem has now been fixed. Enjoy all MRS. Fix It cozy mystery books in this bundle.All 15 books at

a super discounted price or FREE WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED!Kate Flaherty has a knack for fixing

things...and getting caught in the middle of murder investigations. Enjoy all of the following books in

this collection: HAMMERED The day Scott York returned to his hometown to become the new

sheriff, his old high school girlfriend knew her life would be changed. Kate Flaherty is Rock

Ridgeâ€™s handywoman. A mom struggling to put her twin boys through college, Kate takes every

job she is offeredâ€¦even the one that comes from Scott. SCREWED DOWN MURDER Against the

warning of police Chief Scott York to stay uninvolved, Kate cannot help but search for the murderer

at the request of a suspect she believes is innocent. A VENEER OF MURDER Another life has

been unjustly taken. Her hometown has been threatened by anarchists. Kateâ€™s husband is still

missing. Mrs. Fixit is back and more determined than ever to solve Rock Ridgeâ€™s many

mysteries. DRILLED IN MURDER Kate's skills range from laying tiles to painting houses and

everything in-between, but can she crack a burgeoning conspiracy that threatens to destroy

RockRidge? CHISELED When resident handywoman, Kate Flaherty shows up at a house to attach

a doorknob, she finds one of Rock Ridge's finest dead on the floor. NAILED DOWN MURDER Kate

discovers the local baker dead in her car. It's night. There's no one around. And Cookie Halpert

didn't die of natural causes. PAINT IT DEAD When a local ex-con with deep roots in this town winds

up dead in the parking lot of Daisy's diner, a world of trouble emerges that once again pits Kate

against her Police Chief husband. CLAMPED ON MURDER Another dead body turns up in Rock

Ridge, this time in a quaint room at the local inn. Rather than call the police, the innkeeper, Amelia

knows just who can fix this: Kate Flaherty. TOOL KIT CLUES When a plucky reporter by the name

of Jenna Johansen is shot dead, it would seem the reporters aren't just covering the news, but

causing it. And Kate will have to use every tool in her kit to catch the killer. WRENCHED IN

MURDER The prison warden, Grant Conover has been shot in the head and when Kate barges into

his office ready to demand answers she knows he can supply, she is struck with the irreparable

truth: her son, Jason might very well end up behind bars.KILLER FOUNDATIONTwo calm years

have passed since local handy woman, Kate Flaherty has seen a dead body, but all that changes

when she's hired to renovate an old Victorian house where a woman has lain dead in the foundation

for the past fifteen years. DEAD AS A DOORNAILSeven months pregnant and muscling her way

through a prolonged bout of coffee withdrawal, Kate Flaherty is making it work and couldn't be

happier. But when she stops in the local library and finds the grouchy librarian has been strangled



dead, Kate's world is suddenly pitched into a deadly game of cat and mouse.BODY ON THE

BALCONYAs Kate investigates the strange circumstances surrounding her employee's death, an

unbelievable truth emerges, but if she tells her Police Chief husband, the next person to die could

very well be her. ROOFTOP KILLERWhen Kate is hired to repair a roof for a brand new customer,

she witnesses a brutal murder. Four houses down, a man is strangled to death by a masked

assailant, and the handy woman of Rock Ridge is the only witness. MURDER AT THE

MANSIONWhile Kate and her husband, Police Chief Scott York, are attending a fundraiser for the

mayor's upcoming election, a beautiful young woman is found dead in the coatroom and it becomes

a scandal that could ruin the hardworking mayor.
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Stars are based on the first 5 books which I thoroughly enjoyed. The series is about Kate, a wife

abandoned to raise twins on her own, who slowly puts her life together after her sons are in college

while solving murders. By the way, in spite of the "glitch" review, I downloaded the set onto my

Kindle Fire HD. I verified that I received all 15 books by (1) bookmarking each title as shown in the

contents and (2) by reading the first paragraph of the last 5 books to confirm they were different

from each other.



Just ok. Pretty weak plots. Superficial and no depth to characters or friendships. Every friend she

had starts their name with a C -Clara, Carly, Cookie, Celia. There is no quirky supporting character

or funny sidekick friend like most cozy mysteries. Kate is always using tile caulk to lay tile. There is

no such thing!Everyone smirks. It's the only facial expression mentioned and over and over. She is

always "padding" down the hallway. Needs to use more and different adjectives/adverbs and visual

descriptions imagination. She's always touching the murder weapon!!! GESH! The police

department arrests at the drop of a hat!Her stories just need more depth over all.

Murder is a risky business but so is being a Mrs FixIt in one Pennsylvania town. Kate Flaherty fixes

doorknobs and holes in walls as well as solves murders in this engaging series. She also finds time

to fall in love and have a baby and it is told very entertainingly. Looking for a good series, then try

this one. You won't be disappointed!

While there are just too many smirks ... Angry smirks, confused smirks, suggestive smirks, wry

smirks ... And Mrs. Fix It takes way too many chances, and spends too much time lying to or defying

her husband, this is a fun read with a lot of twists to keep it interesting.

While this series has potential, it's not ready for prime time! The main character is sweet and

interesting, but there are numerous editing errors and several plot holes that could have been fixed

with a few extra read thrus or beta readers. I did get through several of the books before I decided

to switch to something else. The bottom line for me? These have potential. The author has several

good characters and story lines but they just aren't ready for a fifteen book series. In fact, if the

stories were fine-tuned and several were combined, this could be a great three or four book series.

Story lines overall are pretty good even if the themes are repetitive, the characters are well done

and well developed, but the over emphasis for Kate's (the main characters) need for coffee (referred

to in later books as dark roast) becomes tedious after a short time. Multiple stops for dark roast at

various locations, disappointment at not having coffee, focus on the need for coffee when driving or

when Kate is working for customers dominate the book and retract from the story line. If you're a

coffee enthusiast then you may enjoy the frequent references.The frequent use of the word "smirk"

is jarring. The word smirk, to me, has a negative connotation, similar to the Merriam Webster

definition of "to smile in an unpleasant way because you are pleased with yourself, glad about



someone else's trouble, etc."It appears to be used instead of the word "smile". Sad smirks, regretful

smirks, and so on. To me, it looks as though someone performed a massive search and replace -

replacing the word smile with the word smirk. I agree with one of the reviewers comments about the

terms that Kate uses in her work they either don't exist or are questionable in the context they are

used. Tile caulk doesn't exist.You definitely wouldn't want to put caulk on tile - grout is used around

the tiles, and something like thin set to lay the tile.I've just started Book 9, Tool Kit Blues, and I can't

read any further. Too much coffee, too many smirks.

The series is interesting and a quick read. I'm glad it was bundled since a number of books end on

cliffhangers.Like others, I wish I had received all 15 book titles listed, not the first 10 and a bunch of

repeats.

I am new to this genre of "cozy mysteries". I was pleased to get the series of 15 kindle ebooks all in

one set at the unbelievable price of $.99 (I read 250+ books a year, so to get a full series for less

than a dollar is a really big deal)!The author could have used a proof reader and a

dictionary/thesaurus. However, the mistakes were not enough to distract me from reading the

complete series. My only issues with the books were small: for example, the author overused the

word smirk (for almost every facial expression throughout all 15 books) and did not seem to familiar

with what a smirk is ("to smile in an affected, smug, or offensively familiar way."). An "encouraging"

smirk?A good proof reader would have cleaned up some of the minor grammar, punctuation and

spelling mistakes. I think I ran into an out-of-sequence couple of pages near the end of the series. I

forgot to note where it was, but will update this review once I locate it (I'm sure to read the series

again at a later date).Still, as stated above, you really cannot beat the $.99 price. I was quite content

to read the books as they were fun and easy read. I read the series from cover-to-cover.The stories

blended into one another nicely and keep the reader entertained. I noticed in one review that

mentioned the repetition, but each new book would start off with enough information to bring you

up-to-speed from the previous book(s).For a lazy afternoon, a weekend by the fireplace or relaxing

on a sunny beach, the "Mrs. Fix-It" mystery series is sure to delight and entertain!
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